


PD Purpose

• Easy to do business with – inbound driven

• Create ‘aha’ moments – on a bigger scale – touch more lives

• Ultimately change Individual’s, team’s, company’s life – realise they 
can be more – REACH their full potential



Easy to do business with – for all

• Paul still working full time

• I just gave birth to twins

• We became the first Training company that allowed you to do a 
quote online and receive a price immediately for inhouse training –
no human interaction and first for

• Individuals could book and pay immediately to attend our public 
schedule 



‘Aha’ moments – on a bigger scale

• Hundreds of Training Service Providers on contract basis

• Simple replicable business – 1 day to open in a new country

• The ‘aha’ moment for individuals was self awareness – profiling – and 
the magic was PD Training able to contextualise our delivery for the 
individuals. 



Question 1:

Most commonly, when setting goals & getting things 

done, are you Thinking Oriented (Methodical) or Action

Oriented (Urgent)?

If Thinking Oriented move to the left hand side of the 

room between The Counselor and The Advisor

If Action Oriented move to the right hand side of the 

room between The Coach and The Driver



Thinking:
- Steady

- Balanced pace

- Reserved

- Cautious

- Analytical

- Detail-Minded

- Prefers stable and 

predictable environment

Action:
- Intense

- Fast paced

- Confident

- Assertive

- Risk Taker

- Relies on Intuition and 

experience

- Enjoys frequent change and 

variety



Question 2:

When communicating & interacting with others, are you 

People-focused (Expressive) or more task-focused

(Guarded)?

If People Focused move along the wall to the front 

corner

If Task focused move along the wall to the back of the 

room.



People:
- Supportive

- Cooperative

- Open

- Confiding

- Trusting

- Outgoing and nurturing

- Prefers working with others

Task:
- Driven

- Competitive

- Formal

- Objective

- Values privacy

- Often Sceptical

- Prefers to work alone



Team 
Visualiser



Change lives – individuals, teams, company

• REACH Quotient – the number you NEED to KNOW to GROW

• REACH Ecosystem

• HR Automation - Individual – Team – Company 









Where are we now? This is our Road Map Here are our Tools



Have we been delivering on our Purpose?  



2018



What do our clients say?



Testimonials – Keep it simple

‘The booking process was smooth, easy and very thorough. Wade was 
easy to speak to and I appreciated his help.’

‘PD Training has been great to work with from the initial enquiry, 
booking, communication before the workshop and the trainer and 
workshop itself. We have had rave reviews from all in attendance and 
staff who hadn't attended have been emailing asking for us to do it 
again.’



Testimonials – ‘Aha’ moments

‘Trainer Ms Selvi was brilliant. She's able to attain the attention of 
participants throughout the course and delivers the content effectively. 
Participants had their A-HA moment when trainer brought out the 
importance of customers to them. Mainly the paradigm shift was on 
'We depend on customers, not the other way round' and 'Customer is 
doing us a favour by calling us' Ms Selvi emphasized on being kind. 
Something simple but overlooked in customer support line. Once the 
power is back in our hands and we CHOOSE our response instead of 
reacting in a difficult situation, we have won half the battle.’



Testimonials – Change lives?

‘I found the REACH profile the most useful part of the course; especially 
the do's and don't provided for each REACH profile/ personality - which 
I believe I can use to better understand and manage my relationships 
with my external customers (parents and students) and internal 
customers (the teachers and my colleagues).’

‘Most useful for me was watching my co-workers actively participate 
and have lightbulb moments that I hope will translate to long term 
growth in how they deal with others in both training and managing’.




